
Options for Barrel Racing Qualifications for GCPRA Finals 

 

 

********* Option A 

 

 “30 different barrel Racers at finals” 

1. Barrel Racer can only run one time.  

2. If Barrel Racer qualifies in both Open and Incentive, said Barrel Racer must 

choose which spot they will fill.  

3. 30 different girls will go to the finals. 

4. Open and Incentive barrel race will be run in a single draw format. 

5. 15 barrel Racers in the perf, 15 barrel Racers in the slack, then reverse order. 

Every barrel racer will have one run in perf and one run in the slack. 

6. Money won at finals only counts in event qualified in. 

 

Example: 

Jane Doe qualifies in both Open and Incentive, Jane choose to run in the Open, 

thus giving up her qualification in the Incentive. Next inline (16th year end 

qualifier takes the 15th spot in the Incentive )  

Jane chooses the Open but wins money in the Incentive, that money does not 

count for year end. Money only counts for event qualified in. 

 

 

********   Option B 

 

Finals Barrel Race: A Barrel racer may only qualify once in either the Open or 

Incentive Barrel race. Top 15 qualified in6 the open, then qualified in the Incentive 

Barrel race (skipping the open barrel racers who qualified in open). 30 Barrel 

Racers total. Random 15 barrel racers will run in slack the first day, then in the 

performance the second day, vice versa for the remaining barrel racers. If a third 

performance is added then the Top 15 fastest times will run in performance and 

remaining 15 will run in slack.  The finals will be ran like a normal rodeo. Fastest 

time, then 0.7 sec for incentive. The average will be determined by taking the 

average winner of open and adding 1.4 seconds to that time.  Money won will go 

to the respective event for year end standings. 

 



Example: 

Jane Doe qualifies in both Open and Incentive, Jane choose to run in the Open, 

thus giving up her qualification in the Incentive. Next in line (16th year end 

qualifier takes the 15th spot in the Incentive )  

Jane chooses the Open but wins money in the Incentive, that money will count 

for year end in the Incentive. Money counts for division it was won in. 

 

 

********* Option C  

 

 “Separate Barrel Races” 

1. Barrel Racer can qualify in both Open and Incentive. 

2. Open and Incentive are run as separate barrel races. 

3. Open runs in Performance  

     Incentive runs in Slack 

4. Open competes against Open 

     Incentive competes against Incentive 

5. Barrel Racers who qualify in both will run in both and designate theirs runs.  

 

Example: 

Jane Doe qualifies in both Open and Incentive. Jane must ride different horses. 

Jane runs her open run in the Performance and runs her Incentive run in the 

Slack. Open and Incentive are not a 2D, there will be no .7 tenth split, fastest time 

in Open wins the Open, fastest time in Incentive wins the Incentive. 

 

 

********* Option D 

 

“Existing Rule” 

   Barrel Race is to be run the way it has been run in past years as stated in rule 

book. 

   Barrel Racer can qualify in both Open and Incentive. Barrel Race cannot ride 

same horse in both Open and Incentive. Open runs in performance, Incentive 

runs in slack.  Money won will only be counted towards standings if won in the 

division said team has qualified in.  example: Jane qualifies in incentive but wins 

money in the open.... money doesn’t count towards standings since it wasn’t in 

division Jane qualified in. 

 



 

 

 


